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Panel: Pension changes needed
Citizen-led review urges
county to act, lessen
burden on taxpayers
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Taxpayer costs for Sonoma
County employee pensions are
set to continue climbing for at
least the next seven years, stripping away funds for public services and limiting the county’s

Turkish
military
attempts
takeover

ability to fund new initiatives,
according to a citizen-led review of the county’s retirement
spending.
By 2023, pension costs are
projected to hit $146 million
per year, a 700 percent increase
since 2000, three years before
the county — like most others in
the state — first boosted retirement benefits for workers.
State-mandated reforms and
other county moves implemented over the past four years could

projections, saying
result in retirement OPPOSING VIEWS
they feared the sharp
costs dipping by 2024, 5th District candidates
rise
in
taxpayer
according to coun- are taking starkly
ty projections, and different stances on how costs to support the
$2.3 billion retirefalling dramatically to address the county’s
by 2031, when the rising pension costs / A6 ment system could
continue beyond 2030
county expects to pay
off the remainder of its now- if no additional steps are taken
$425 million in pension bond to rein in pension costs.
“If nothing more is done, it’s
debt.
But members of the indepen- likely that costs are going to
dent pension review panel ap- keep going up,” said Bob Likpointed by the Board of Supervi- ins, a retired actuary and chairsors cast doubt on the county’s man of a seven-member panel

formed last year to review the
county’s progress on its pension
reform efforts. “Our message is
urgent because we don’t want
what happened (with bankruptcies) in Vallejo and Stockton and
San Bernardino to happen in
Sonoma County.”
The panel’s report, which
went to the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, concluded that
the county’s bid to curb costs —
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SEBASTOPOL » As competition stiffens with Starbucks and Peet’s,
Healdsburg firm buys coffee company and plans local expansion

Taylor Maid scooped up

Erdogan assures nation
he is in control following
violent clashes, chaos
By GLEN JOHNSON
AND LAURA KING
LOS ANGELES TIMES

ISTANBUL — Explosions
and heavy gunfire echoed in the
Turkish capital and military helicopters buzzed overhead early Saturday, as elements of the
armed forces claimed to have
seized “full control” of the country. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan asserted his continuing
power and called on supporters
to take to the streets to defend
his rule.
The chaos enveloping a country that is a NATO ally, regarded
as pivotal in the fight against the
jihadists of Islamic State, boded
ill for a region already roiled by
violence. Both NATO and the
U.S. administration were watching late-night and early-morning developments with something veering close to alarm.
Secretary of State John Kerry said in a statement that the
Obama administration viewed
the situation “with gravest concern,” and said he had spoken
with his Turkish counterpoint
and voiced U.S. support for the
elected Turkish government.
NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg, calling Turkey a
valued member of the alliance,
called for “calm and restraint,
and full respect for Turkey’s
democratic institutions and its
constitution.”
In Turkey, recent months
have been filled with turmoil.
Violence from Syria’s multi-sided war has increasingly spilled
across the Turkish border, with
the government blaming militants of the Islamic State for a
deadly attack last month on the
main international airport in Istanbul.
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Coalmine Spindle checks the color of freshly roasted coffee beans Friday at Taylor Maid Farms in Sebastopol. Healdsburg investment firm InHouse
Ventures announced Friday that it has acquired Taylor Maid Farms for an undisclosed amount.
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

Healdsburg investment firm announced Friday it has purchased Sebastopol’s Taylor Maid
Farms coffee, entering a rapidly consolidating
and changing marketplace dominated by the behemoth
Starbucks and fast-charging Peet’s Coffee & Tea.
InHouse Ventures has purchased the business from
Chris and Terri Martin, who bought 100 acres of property on Taylor Lane in Occidental in 1991 and two years
later started roasting organic coffee beans for the wholesale market in an old barn on the farm. Financial details
were not revealed.
“We have found a little diamond that has deep values
and a long history,” said Ted Robb of InHouse Ventures.
Taylor Maid has grown as coffee lovers sought a more

premium product, increasing to 38 employees and annual revenues of almost $4 million last year. In 2013, it
moved into The Barlow center, increasing foot traffic for
its retail location as well as providing more space for a
new roasting facility.
It also was one of the first locally to introduce cold, nitrogenated draft coffee to local residents; now that product has become ubiquitous across the Sonoma County
coffee-drinking landscape. The company is exploring
producing packaged coffee drinks for the retail market,
something that will continue under its new ownership,
Robb said.
InHouse Ventures is an offshoot of InHouse, which
is a brand-building and design firm that has done work
with regional food producers in the area, such as Amy’s
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TAYLOR MAID
AT A GLANCE
■ Founded in
Occidental in 1991
by Chris and Terri
Martin
■ 38 employees
■ $4 million annual
revenues in 2015
■ Produces premium coffee beans and
operates retail store
■ General manager
Rob Daly to serve as
company’s CEO
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Experts see shift in terror strategy
BASTILLE DAY ATTACK » Regardless of whether driver tied
to extremists, high death toll with truck could inspire others
By JOBY WARRICK
AND SOUAD MEKHENNET
WASHINGTON POST
LUCA BRUNO / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Police congregate Friday around the truck that slammed
into Bastille Day revelers Thursday in Nice, France.
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The use of a 19-ton truck to cut
down scores of seaside revelers in
Nice, France — if connected to jihadist-inspired terrorism — would
represent a dramatic escalation in
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what experts describe as an emerging trend in attacks: simple, even
crude instruments employed to kill
ever-larger numbers of people.
Thursday’s rampage appears to
have set a grisly new standard as
one of the deadliest attacks in years
in which most victims were killed by
nonexplosive means. Instead of guns

TRAFFIC UP AT COUNTY AIRPORT: More flights

and ramped-up service from second airline
gives Santa Rosa travel hub a boost in June / B8

or bombs, the driver mainly used his
vehicle to crush men, women and
children who had gathered to watch
a fireworks display.
Investigators are still looking for
clues that the driver, identified on
Friday as a Tunisian-born immigrant
with a record of petty crime, had any
ties to extremists. But intelligence officials and terrorism experts worried
that the attack’s stunning effectiveness
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